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Mining as a source of raw materials
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Most of the world's copper comes from the minerals chalcopyrite and
chalcocite. Chrysocolla and malachite also are mined for copper.
Other copper-bearing minerals include atacamite, azurite, bornite,
brochantite, cuprite, dioptase, rosasite and tetrahedrite
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Mining as a source of raw materials
https://www.dw.com/en/cobalt
-mining-conditions-castshadow-over-electric-transportdreams/a-41370039

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3280872/iPhone-mineral-miners-Africa-use-bare-handscoltan.html
https://pulitzercenter.org/reporting
/childhood-lost-burkina-faso-goldmines
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One world
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Waste management system

Adapted from: Anne
Scheinberg, Michael Simpson
(2015). A tale of five cities:
Using recycling frameworks to
analyse inclusive recycling
performance. Waste Manag
Res, 33(11):975-85.
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Collection of plastic waste
Single collection methods
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Collection – sorting – recycling outputs:
criteria, grades & standards!
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What makes a separate collection system
successful?
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Disconnection – fragmentation –
oversimplification - over expectation
• 135 PPW systems, ‘separately’ collecting the very same packaging products & materials, within an EU regulatory
framework, in a global materials market, but with different scopes, objectives and drivers, operating in different contexts
• Highly fragmented value chains, disconnected from consumers/local authorities
• Collection practices do not link with material value chain drivers

optimization towards material value challenging and

waste push based, results in call for minimum recycled content regulations.

• Collection for secondary materials ~ mining for primary materials resource intensity – cost – environmental impacts
• Yield versus purity tradeoffs rarely considered in WCS design. Technology will solve it all?
• Consumer and local authority expectations? Household waste management always comes with a cost, that can be

compensated partly by revenues from secondary material
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Collection output → sorting & recycling output value
Non-packaging plastics waste
Collection out of Chemicals and hazardous substances plastic packaging
scope
waste

COLLECTION

Collection scope

Plastic packaging waste

Non-packaging metal scrap
Chemicals and hazardous substances metal packaging waste

Steel & aluminium packaging waste

Aluminium and steel packaging co-mingled with other packaging
Plastic packaging co-mingled with other packaging waste waste, often including drinking cartons
Aluminium beverage cans only
Plastic packaging only, co-mingling all polymers
Mixed metal packaging
Single type of packaging (e.g. only bottles) and/or a
Metal packaging co-mingled with other, non-organic waste
Collection output single polymer (e.g. PET)
Mix of two or more target polymers (e.g. PET, HDPE,
LDPE, PE, PP) and/or packaging types (e.g. bottles and
foils)
Plastic bottles and flasks that contained:
water and soft drinks
Milk
washing-up and maintenance products
Collection target
washing powder
fraction
water softeners
bath and shower products
destilled water
bleaches
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Beverage cans
Food cans
Bottle caps
Lids
Aerosol cans of food and cosmetics
Aluminum trays
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How to improve your collection system?
•
•
•
•

Define what would for you constitute a successful system
Decide the EoL products’ scope of your collection
Check for existing experiences in other cities (successful and failed)
Build your own collection – sorting – recycling chain: check possible
pathways and available players
• Explore your potential market for collected, sorted, recycled outputs
• Look for opportunities for collaboration and upscaling
• Monitor your results and share them with the world
Connect – defragment – try to understand the
complexity – manage the expectations
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Let’s share!
Contacts
Dirk Nelen
VITO
dirk.nelen@vito.be

‘There is nothing quite so useless as doing with great efficiency something
that should not be done at all’ (Peter Drucker)
For more info about the project visit the COLLECTORS website at www.collectors2020.eu

The sole responsibility of this publication lies with the author. The European Union is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.

